
RENAISSANCE® CHARLESTON 
HISTORIC DISTRICT HOTEL
In the center. On the edge.
Here’s the thing about the historic hear t of Charleston, also known as the  
Holy City: Around every wrought-iron fence, narrow cobblestoned street,  
soaring steeple or moss-draped oak, there is something charmingly Southern,  
or stylishly worldly, to discover. At the newly reimagined Renaissance Charleston 
Historic District Hotel, a Four-Diamond Award winner for 14 consecutive years,  
this uniquely Charleston scene unfolds in much the same way.
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THE GUEST ROOM

More than just a place to lay your head. 

Like a room commonly discovered in the Ansonborough 
neighborhood, our guest rooms envelop you in the charming 
Charleston lifestyle. Enter your guest room through a hallway 
lined with light fixtures that cast subtle shadows like a  
Southern street on a moonlit evening, and custom corridor 
snake design wall murals that pay homage to the work of 
legendary Charleston blacksmith Phillip Simmons. Haint Blue 
porch ceilings that have welcomed guests to homes for years, 
welcome you to a new guest room, furnished and decorated 
with local art and enhanced by subtle details that tell a very 
intriguing story. In-room entertainment is a highly digital affair, 
with 55-inch TVs offering streaming services like Netflix  
and Hulu.

THE LOBBY

A muse for everything that lies beyond. 

From the conversation-starter furnishings that extract 
the playful sense of adventure the city inspires, to the 
salon-style art that features works commissioned by local 
Charleston artists, the lobby offers a seamless transition 
from street to social scene, a place that adeptly embodies 
both the city’s quirky sensibilities and traditional Southern 
charm. Here, guests feel emboldened to linger over a 
sweetened iced tea or a smoky bourbon, soak in the  
cache of Charleston’s cultural riches, and plan an utterly 
original foray into an utterly original town.


